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The greatest task before
civilization at present is to
make machines what they
ought to be, the slaves, instead of the masters of me1,.
- Havelock Ellis

The history of the world
is none other than the
progress of the consciousness of Freedom.
- Hegel

Vol. 1, No. 8

TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1961

Newark State College

Fraudulent Frosh Elections
Exposed at Student Council
A mem,ber of · the Freshman
Class told Student Council at the
final meeting of the year, on
April 24, that ther_e was strong
evidence of fraud rn the Freshman primary election of April
21. In presenting what he
described as • 'proof'', Robert
Litowchak asked Council to in- ,
validate the returns from the
primaries and to authorize new
elections for the officers of next
year's Sophomore cla.s s. The
request was granted by Council
with the stipulation that all elections take place no later than
May S, and that adequate supervision be maintained at allfuture
elections.
At the same meeting, Council
also attempted to answer the
question, "Is Student Council a
legislative or advisory committee?" Although discussion on
this issue took nearly an hour
and a half, the meeting adjourned
before any answer was made that
satisfied all the present
members.
The Council also gave the
Leadership Committee $600 to
complete plans for September's
Leadership Conference.
In asking for invalidation of the .
Freshman
primary election,
Litowchak asserted that there
were some people who voted as
many as five times in the election, that upperclassmen had
voted, and that there had been
more ballots counted than people
voting.
He showed the Council the
·, 'check list" of people who had
voted. Some of the names checked
were those of students who had
left school as long ago as February. In addition, although only
289 people had voted, 291 ballots
had been cast in the vicePresidential election,
LHowchak added that some
people he had seen voting during
the day were at the Carnival
that night wearing blazers with
'62 and '63 on them.
He added that this was not the
first time that there had been
some question as to the legality
of Freshman elections, but

nothing had been done before.
\Vhen questioned as to how he
learned a bout the ''fraud",
Litowchak replied that he had
"heard rumors" after the elections were concluded, went to the
polls, and was informed that the
''rumors'' were correct. He than
went to Miss Betsy Davison, Coordinator of Student Activities,
and she told him that there had
been questions raised about last
year's Freshman' primary, but
that nothing had been done.
He asked that Council give the
Freshman Election Committee
permission to hold a new primary
and final elections for the Freshman class. After a short discussion, generally pertaining to
means where by
another
fraudelent election could be prevented, the Council agreed to the
request with the stipulation that
Library cards or some other
form of identification be used,
PURPOSE OF COUNCIL
The major portion of the twoand-a-half hour meeting centered
on discussion of the purposes . of
Student Council, a topic that had
been initiated at the meeting
where the REFLECTORreceived
Council's permission to change
its name to INDEPENDENT, At
that time, Council expressed objection to the formality of the
change's being approved by the
President's Advisory Committee.
At the April 24 meeting,
several questions were raised on
the importance of Council and the
necessity for its existence. _The
question po s e d to Council,
"Should there be a Student
Council?'', brought answers that
ranged from "Yes" to "No",
Some Council members expressed the opinion that Council
could have more reason for existing if it knew what it was
supposed to do. Many members
felt that Council had few defined
purposes. Doug Pecina commented that it seemed that
Council only existed to grant
appropriations to the student
ore:anizations. but added that he
did not think Council should be

Carnival a Success!

Over-ail view of carnival.

First person comes to carnival.

abolished, merely reorganized.
Basia Welch said that, in her
opinion, the representatives on
Council should be officers of the
student associations that Council
subsidized, since they were in
the best position to know what
the students desired.
Many people felt that Student
Council does not mean much to
the students, and that it should
mean more, but ideas as to how
this might be accomplished
varied. Some thought there should
be more communication between
Council members and their con-,
stituents; others said that Council
representation should be cut down
to a small group; still others
claimed that the student body
as a whole did not know what
Council was doing.
There was some discussion of
this issue, vice-president James
Hynes, serving for Anthony
Conte, suggested that further
discussion be postponed until the
Leadership Conference appro priation and the election frauds
could be taken care of, and
Council adjourned after discussing these two matters without
having decided what its purpose
were.
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
James Hynes requested an
additional appropriation from
Student Council for tl)e September Leadership Conference.
Hynes explained that ·present
plans for the conference call for
its expansion to a four-day program, as opposed to the three
days that were spent this past
year. The conference will be
held at Schiff Scout Reservation
in Mendham, the same place as
the previous conference, on
September 7, 8, 9, and 10, he
said. The" extra day necessitated
the additional
appropriation.
Since Council has already given
$700 to the planning of the
'Conference, it agreed to an additional grant of $600 so that all
expenses could be taken care of.
The meeting adjourned, with
approximately thirteen members
in attendance, at 7:00 P,M,

Colleges Open for
Su it in Student
Dismissal Cases
(UPS) Universities may be sued
for a reverse of disciplinary
· action if • 'due process of law"
is not followed in the procedure,
a lawyer said recently at the
first National C.onfere11t:e of
University Attorneys.
Ro be rt B, Mautz, Dean of
Academic Affairs at the University of -Florida, sees a national
trend toward extending .University liability to unwritten
guarantees. 0 n e of those
guarantees is the constitutional
right to • 'due process of law"
if the University is acting as a
"quasi-judicial body".
This means that before a
University may take a major
disciplinary action, the student
must know the charge against
him and have time to prepare
his defense, according to Ralph
S. Lesemann of Illinois. The
student also has a right to defense counsel, fair hearing on
the charges with the right to speak
and supply. witnesses in his own
defense.
If this is denied the student
may sue and has some chance of
a court order in his behalf.
The University lawyers met in
the Union of the University of
Michigan.

READ THE
INDEPENDENT

New Grading System
Proposed for College
A preliminary report on
grading has been distributed to
the department chairmen of the
college by the Academic
Standards Committee.
The Committee, consisting of
Dr. Matthew Dolkey, Chairman,
Dr. A. D. O'Brien, Dr. John
Hutchinson, Mr. Edward Johnson, and Dr. Herbert Samenfeld,
began the study upon the recommendation of the Middle States
Evaluation Committee.
According to the report, there
is evidence that "great variation" exists in the college in
relation to grading, and that a
grading policy is lacking. The
report said that an analysis of
the situation showed that some
members of the faculty give no
grades qf . D or F, while others
give many. Also it appeared that
in certain courses students were
almost assured of receiving an
A or B.
The Committee stated that they
considered such discrepencies in
grading unfair to the student body
and made a number of recommendations concerning the situation.
The report states, "Faculty
members are requested to distribute their grades for each
course in such a way that if
charted for a period of one
academic year the result would
approximate the following frequency: 15-30-40-15-IO." (A-15%:
8-30%; C-40%: D-15%: F-10'.f'o,).
The report continued, "If the
grades during the first semester
of a given year deviate to any
great extent from these fre-

quenci~s, the department chairman will confer with the faculty
member concerned, If his grade
distribution continues to deviate
to any marked degree for th$!
second semester, . further study
will be undertaken.''
The Committee inducted in the
report seven implications .of the
proposals. The fir•s t said that the
pr o p o s e d grade distribution
should be treated as a goal and
not a rigid scale.
The second emphasized that
no faculty member would be
forced to give an F, since the
distribution was based in 1109'00
The third mentioned that the
proposal referred to courses,·not
sections.
The Committee, in the tourth
implication, recognized that
courses involving appreciation
would be difficult to grade, but
hoped that the proposal would
effect a greater distribution of
grades than presently exists. The
fifth said that "In all probability
grades for certain courses offered to juniors and seniors will
continue to be near the top of
the scale."
The sixth stated that courses
which have relatively few
students enrolled, such as
industrial arts courses might
devJate from the suggested distribution, but over a period of
several years would have a
greater variety.
The seventh implication again
emphasized that the proposal was
to be taken as a flexible guide to
grade distribution.

Margaret Webster Discusses
''The living Theater'', Third
in Townsend lecture Series
• 'The living theater will never
be surpassed by any mechanical
media of mass entertainment",
said Miss Margaret Webster on
Monday, April 24. Miss Webster
was speaking to an audience of
approximately three hundred individuals as the third speaker in
this year's Townsend Lecture
Series. She told her audience
that living theatre is a '_'fusion
of the arts and of the spirit",
and added that it is this ''spirit"
influence which makes her so
certain that theater can never
be replaced by television, radio
or the movies.
Miss Webster, in her speech,
gave a brief history of the theater
in America, citing the influences
that have forced it into its current crisis, and gave the invention
of the mass media, economics,
and the growth of unionism as
three factors contributing to the
decline of live theater in
America.
The rapport that exists between
an actor and a live audience, she
said, is the one thing that makes
live acting distinct from something seen in the movies or in
television.
"Laurence Olivier playing
Hamlet in a movie may not care
what his audience is doing", she
said, • 'but he would most assuredly care if he were recreating the role of the Danish
prince before a live audience."
She added that a gn:!at theatrical performance depends on more
for its , effectiveness than the
author, actors, electricians, director, and those involved in the
actual production: an audience,
she said, can make a good performance a great one,
On the matter of economics,

Margaret Webster and Dr. Donald

Raichle
Miss Webster said that a show
that could have been put on Broadway for $37,000 in the thirties
would cost $120,000 to do today.
Weekly production expenses, "in
the same period of time, have
risen from $10,000 to three and
four times as much. At the same
time, she noti;id, ticket prices
have gone up, resulting in the
alienation of a large audience
that should be in the theater.
But ticket prices have not gone
up in direct proportion to the
rise in production costs, she
asserted. While the latter have
increased perhaps five times as
much., ticket prices ha'V'e only
doubled. So acute is the economic
situation, she said, that it has
caused the current "hit-or-flop"
pattern on Broadway. A play receiving bad notices seldom runs
more than ~ week, while thirty
(Continued on Page 5)
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Editorials
The Purpose of Student Council
It seems to us rather interesting and almost amusing that,
at its final meeting, after skipping
merrily along for the better part
of a year, the Student Council
decided to ask what its purpose
was, and to question if its existence was really necessary.
We say "almost" amusing, because something as serious as
"purpose" should be understood
before _ any organization begins
operating. That Council took this
long to begin wondering what it
was hanging around for unfortunately is far too typical of
the way it has operated all year.
Al! intelligent human beings
realize the necessity of a
personal philosophy.
Since
Student Council is supposedly
composed of intelligent human
beings, it should be expect that
they would understand the need
for a group philosophy. No one
and no group can operate effectively without knowing what
it is supposed to do.
Somehow, Council has managed
to muddle along withoutworrying
about a philosophy. And now,
something has caused that sudden
flash of insight that has re vealed to at least fifteen Council
members that Council has done
nothing all year. Those members
who didn't care enough to attend
the meeting and offer• a few
thoughts have our undying pity.
The whole question Council
finally forced itself to confront
at this meeting covers a broad
area, and the implications of
what Student Council's purposes
are will be far reaching. Without a purpose; Council need not
exist. Is ·its purpose to be a
money-dispensing organization 7
If not, what has Council done this
year that would raise it above
this level of economic middleman
between the student body and the
student organizations 7
Those who are prone to give
glib answers rising from superficial thinking will say "Council
should represent the student
body". This is nothing more
than a begging of the question.
On what subjects should it be
representative, how can it be
representative, and precisely
what is meant by being .• 'representative" 7 These quest:ions call
for more th·an verbal "shootingfrom-the-hip", and perhaps the
new Council will attempt to
answer them before it, too, adjourns for a new Council to take
over.
The question "Should Council
exist?" is a valid one. As Student
Council now exists, the answer
mus:t be no. Anyone who follows
Cou:.1cil's activitie!'l lcnows that
it's generally been a bull session.
This is not to be misinterpreted. We are not asking for
an abolition of Student Council.
What we would like to see is a
Council that knows what it's
doing, This requires a definite
sense of values and goals.
The next question, naturally,
is: What SHOULD be the goals
· of Student Council? This is one
that takes a great deal of thought
and consideration before an
answer is given, Several people
at the Council meeting made
reference to "finding out our
limits and writing them down"
We can't help feeling that thi~
is the wrong attitude to take,
for once limits are set down in
black and white, they can be used
against an organization as readily
as they can be used for it, The
thing to do, in our opinion, is to
operate under the assumption
that no such limits exist, aside
from the ordinary limits of human
decency and intelligence. This
may give a clue as to what
Council's purpose should be.
Taking a page from NSA's notebook, Council could simply decide
to legislate on and discuss matters "pertaining to students as
students". The fears that Council
seems to have of administrative
interference seem to us unfounded fears • The administration of this college has never

The Carnival

Freshman Fraud

The Carnival has come and
gone again, as all good Carnivals
somehow manage to do, and we
have not been forced to participate in the funerals of those
hardy individuals who organized
it. True, Jayne Browniswandering around with her arm in a
sling, which she insists did not•
happen on the trampoline, and
Pat Ippolito did not come away
unscathed, Miss Betsy Davison
still has a picture of a hound dog
contemplating suicide on her office door, and everyone else who
worked on the preparations for
the Carnival are slowly but surely
managing to revive themselves.
Perhaps by the time that final
examinations make their hallowed entrance on the campus
scene, everyone will be suf ficiently revitalized to . do a
modicum of studying,
But aside from the fact that
the Carnival managed to come
off at all is the fact that there
was a profit made. The final
figures are not in yet, and will
probably not be ready for a few
weeks, but the general idea is
that there has been a profit
made, and for this we are
grateful,
We would like to congratulate
all the people who worked on the
Carnival for the obvious achievement. In particular, · we would
congratu_late Miss Jayne Brown,
Miss Joan Zuckerman, Mr. Pat
Ippolito, and Miss Betsy Davison
for all they did to make this
year's Carnival a success.
Without them, we are sure the
Carnival could not have been
what it was. We hope next year's
organizers are as well endowed
as this year's,

All evidence points to the fact
that there was a definite fraud
perpetrated in the Freshman
primary elections Qf April 21,
Since then, at ,Student Council 'B
permission, new primaries have
been held, and hopefully the possibility of fraud was kept to a
minimum in these elections,
That this happened is shocking
in itself, That the truth should
come out that it has happened
before is even more shocking.
But what is most startling of all
is that those individuals who
protested the fraud, and asked
Council to invalidate the primary
elections, have been · subjected
to humiliation and shame from
their classmate~ who thought that
''the whole thing is best kept
quiet". This is an abominable
attitude; one that displays a complete lack of morality, and one
we are quite frankly shocked to
hear from people who are preparing to be the teachers of the
nation.
What is wrong with the morality
of a group of individuals who do
not think anr more about an election fraud than that it should be
kept quiet? What is wrong with
the individuals who will participate in such a fraud?
We cannot lay the blame for
all of this on the members of
the Freshman class, According
to reports , uppercla~smen
participated in the- fraud, and
they must expect part of the
censure. But that they were
seconded in their activities by
those Freshmen who think the
balloting discrepancies should be
kept quiet is certainly not to the
credit of the Freshman class.
The entire affair is a shocking a n d disappointing o n e •
It raises just questions on the
reliability of the Freshmanclass
to serve on Student Council when
it has become the Sophomore
class. It also is an unfortunate
way of showing that there are
decent individuals who will protest against indecencies and
injustices when they are accomplished.
We only hope that there are
more people in the present
Freshman class who would just
as vehemently denounce fraud
than there currently seem to be,

letters
ON THE FRAUD

To the Editor:
interfered per-se in the workings
of Council. What Council should
Recently, there has been a
do is to proceed under the ascontroversy concerning ''fixed''
sumption that the administration
elections in the freshman class,
will not interfere, that there are
Due to the harsh feelings ennot _ adf!!inistra~on - imposed
gendered by our actions
limits on its workings. This would
concerning this matter, and due
leave a wide range of areas in
to the nature of the question inwhich Council could begin to make
volved, we would like to state
excursions, areas which it has
our reasons for having taken
never, apparently, thought to
such action.
enter. We include in such areas
1.) We had concrete evidence
faculty firings and hirings, curthat there had been at least seven
riculum content, faculty salaries
illegal votes, Approximately 296
available secretarial help, and
ballots were cast, but there were
so on ad infinitum,
only 289 names checked at the
Certainly Council should have
polling place, Of these 289, we
a right to speak out on the faculty
know at least two were students
of the college! What could more
who had left school at the beginaffect students as students? If
ning of the semester.
a teacher is not satisfying the
2.) The margins were close in
intellectual demands of his
at least two of the contests. The
classes, Council should be able
results, therefore were unfair to
to say so, If a teacher has
all .t hose involved in these condone what a teacher should do,
tests,
Council should protest his dis3.) There was a moral issue
~issal from the facult¥, If curat stake. Many people thought no
ricula are inadequate, Council
action should have been taken;
should say so. If the state of
they felt the freshman class would
New Jersey is too damn cheap
suffer · as a result of this
to pay its teachers good salaries
"expose", We, however, disCouncil should protest. There ar;
agreed with t his viewpoint.
literally thousands of thin gs
We believed it would have been
Council could do that it has
more injurious had the facts
never tried to do, and all of them
been revealed by a source other
affecting students as students.
than the freshman class. If nothThere was mention of lack of
ing were done about the elections,
student interest in Council afour class could justly be branded
fairs when this topic was disas dishonest, This was of genuine
cussed at the meeting. If Council
concern to us.
:vould get up and do something,
4.) This is not the first time
instead of wasting so much
that there has been trouble with
valuable time, there would be no
the freshman elections. In the
m ore worries about student
elections of the past two or three
interest. Every student on
years, there has been a question
campus who is worthy of the
as to the validity of the election
name of student would start talkreturns. Since the
Student
ing to his Council representatives
Organization constitution makes
and exerting some s ort of
The new grading system report
no provision for the re-running
pleasure to get what he wanted. of the college seems to leave
of elections, the matter was
We don't mean to intimate something to be desired,
dropped, We felt it was time the
that all Council's actions would
The committee has been decondition was brought to the atget results. Very possj.bly only liberating for quite a while on
tention of -Student Council.
a small number of them would, means to eliminate the grading
Therefore, we went before
But at least Council would be discrepencies in various courses
Student Council on April 24 and
in the college, It has come up
taking a stand on something,
contested the results of the freshand letting the student body and with a recommendation that
man primaries, stating that there
grades for all, or almost all,
the faculty and the administrahad been fraudulent returns, We
tion know it was interested in courses, be given on a curv.e
were granted permission to rethat permits 15% A, 30%8, 40 r'c,C,
more things than skating trips
run our primaries, and the time
15% D, 10% F. It will be noticed
and class dances.
allowed us to complete ourfinals
that this adds up to ll0SV00 and
The National Student Assowas extended.
the consideration here is that no
ciation has long supported the
We hope we have accomplished
professor will be required to
theory that students should be
some good. For our own peace
give an F.
intimately concerned with every
Last Thursday night, the of mind, we stood up for what we
What concerns us is that this Newark State orchestra pre- believed. We have alerted Student
facet of academic life, For s ome
system gives no attention to raisreason, and we suspect that the
sented a concert in the Little Council to a situation which
reason is ignorance, the Student ing academic standards at the Theater. On that same afternoon,, definitely needs correction. Alcollege, but rather to permit
Council has looked askance at
( Continued on Page 3)•
existing ac ademic standards to Newark State Theater Guild NSA. Perhaps, the idea that
persist, and then force final ACE-SNJEA presented two short
students are important has been
grades into the described pattern. plays on the subject of mental realize that only three years die
too radical to penetrate the conorchestra had very few instruThere is no getting away from health.
servative crania of the repreThe Theater Guild - ACE co- ments. It has certainly come a
the
fact
that
academic
standards
sentatives to the Council, But
in some courses are much lower operative venture came off long way since then, and deserves
NSA, if Council would start doing
than in others. It is ridiculous remarkably well. Dr. Boyle's much praise for its efforts on
some of the things it should do,
ta
even attempt to compare the ''Focus" made -even more clear Thursday night. It was not only
would back up those actions, and
material
in "Western Civiliza- the points that the plays pre- good music; it was good music
that starts to mean a lot, Council
tion'' to the material in "Child sented. The audience reaction played by a good orchestra,
would have the assurance that it
Dr, Patrick Mc Carty must
Growth and Development". Since displayed sincere interest in the
was not operating in a vacuum,
problems that were discussed, certainly be praised for what
there
is
no
basis
for
compariand could very easily become the
Heartfelt congratulations must he has done with the orchestra
son of content, it has happened
most progressive organization
be extended to Mrs, Fry, who in the short time that he has
that
courses
like
the
latter
have
of its sort in a · state that is a
a greater percentage of high directed the plays, Dr. Boyle, been here. It is a pleasure to
notorious social a·n d political
grades
than the former. Now the who coi:nmented, and all the hear the accomplishments of
backwash.
•
new
grading
system attempts to actors and behind-the-scenes this group of talented individuals ,
We said in those columns long
So long as we have organizarectify
this
disparity,
but in the participants who helped make
ago that Council should s tart
the afternoon an enjoyable as tions like the Theater Guild and
being a leader and stop being a wrong manner, Rather than re- well as a pertinent one.
the Orchestra, we can begin doing
quiring low content courses to
follower. We prayed that this
The orchestra acquited itself our part in .raising the cultural
have
content
increased
(if
could happen this year. But it
possible) it is establishing a no less well, It is amazing to level of the student body.
has not, It is only at its final
meeting that Council has started pattern of grades that seems to
solve none of the problems that
to wonder a~out itself, arid for a
group of people that was sup- exist, Solution of the basic causes
posed to •·• represent" the student of the problems have not be en
body all year, this is a shameful attacked; rather, a superficial
system seerrys to have developed
admission,
Student Council has existed that will nor do near what it is
for ·a long time· without becoming supposed to do,
If a person has leprosy, there
a Student Government Association, It will probably exist a lot is more to be done than merely
MEMBER
longer without any change. But bandaging his sores.:. The cause
of the problem must also be atat least it has begun to wonder,
to be discontent with itself, and tacked, and this is, apparently,
Th~ opinions e~pressed ~ -signed columns in this newspaper
it's an acknowledged fact that not what has been done in the
ar~ not nece~sar1ly the op1mons of the editors. Nor is anything
discontent is the mother of case of grading.
prmte_d . tn th~s paper, unless officially cited as such, to be taken
What should have been done
as official pohcy or opinion.
change,
We do not look forward to any is obvious, What was done is
This newspa~er is published every Tuesday of "the academic
year. Deadhne 1s one week before public ation.
immediate change, even with a something -else again. Perhaps,
new administration on Council. soone_r or later, Newark State
But there may because for some . College will wake up to the fact
Editor-in-Chief•••. • •••• • Peter Barrett
reJief in the mere fact that this that supenicialities do not solve
Managing Editor ..••••••• Andrea Loomis
touchy and difficult subject has at anything. But then, that is like
last been brought to the fore, asking the Archbishop of Can- · News Edito:. • . • Andrea Lello Busines s Mgr ••••• Jim Haney
terbury
to
c on v er t
to
Feature Editor •. Stuart Oder man Public Relations. • • Leona I<an~er
Catholicism.
Sports Editor ••• Jan Picarell
.•.... ~ .. . ..• Yolanda Torre
Art Editor. • • . . LorenzoCopy Editors ...•. Ruth Vernick
The state of New Jersey will
Circulation Mgr. .Judy Silverman • • • . . .....••• ,Sandy Treat
celebr ate its three - hundredth
Faculty Advis or • • •.. Dr. Matt:1iew Dolkey
anniversary in 1964,

SPORTS EDITORS WANTED

Gra~ing System

More Culture
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LETTERS
Continued from Page 2
though the manner in which
elections are conducted now is
far from foolproof, perhaps our
experience will be a warning or
help to other classes.
Peggie Maher '64
Robert J. Litowchak '64
UNFOUNDED CRITICISM
To the Editor:
Never have so few done so
much for so many. An old hat
platitude, but nevertheless true.
This in essence is what MUST
be said for the recent Carnival
chairmen, Jayne H, Brown, Joan
Zuckerman, and Pat Ippolito.
Prior to the carnival, members
·of the student body objected
sometimes vehemently to the
many ''new'' ideas that the chairmen had proposed. The comments
made were not only directed at
their ideas, but at times were
direct insults towards the integrity and the individual personalities of the chairmen. Now
that the carnival crepe-paper,
tacks, and booths are cleaned
up and the hard work is over
and everyone had fun, and the
carnival was a SUCCESS, -e veryone can swallow their unfounded
ctiticisms and choke on them.
Jan Picarell

BRAVO'
To the editor:

in many cases). The salary scales
are ridicuously low, encouraging
mediocre lay teachers. Parochial
schools have, and are today,
hiring teachers without any college preparation. Are these
schools better than our ow n
public schools? 1 sincerely believe there is no comparison.
As far as aid to parochial
schools is concerned, I would
like to quote Professor Freeman
R, Butts: "But insofar as a dual
system of schools helps ·to perpetuate class, religious, or
economic divisions in society, I
believe the dual system carries
signs of changes."
A Defender of Public Schools
Robert Debs Smithouser
THE MADRIGAL SINGERS
To the Editor:
We, as a newly formed singing
group here on campus, wish to
thank you for acknowledging our
forthcoming performances. The
name of the group of twenty
female voices under the direction
of Mrs. Costen, however, was
incorrectly stated in your
article of April 25. We are the
Madrigal Singers or Madrigal
Choir and so desire everyone
to refer to our group by the
name or names indicated,
Thank you,
Andrea Lepree
Secretary-Madrigal Choir
CIVIL EMPLOYEES?
To the Editor:

I know I am speaking for many
when I say "bravo" for the
carnival and the-three chairmen
who helped to make all this possible. For me to endeavor to tell
what work and aggravation they
put into making this carnival
what it was in pointless. However, the fact remains that these
people were once accused of
murdering ''spirits arid enthusiastic student participation"
before anyone could validate their
comments. I perhaps was guilty
of this myself.
To those who decorated Thursday night and Friday, I ask,
•·'Was there a lack of school
spirit?" Definitely notl Maybe a
lack of people participating, but
this, of course, is no fault of
the chairmen. There was plenty
of work to be done and much
pitching in by many to make this
carnival a success.
I write this letter, for I believe
I have learned something and I
hope others have profited from
this experience. Don't make accusations when you have no
grounds to stand onl
Credit is most certainly in
order for Jayne H. Brown, Joan
Zuckerman, and Pat Ippolito even
though I'm sure they will be too
modest to accept it.
Again, •"bravo" to a job well
done.
Linda Pallock
THANK YOU
To the Editor:
We would like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank
those individuals who have helped
make the carnival a success.
Without the aid of these interested students the affair would
have suffered greatly.
Again we thank you.
Joan Zuckerman
Jayne Brown
Pat Ippolito
ACADEMIC HOTSPOT
To the Editor:
As I expect to spend the greater
portion of my· life teaching in the
public schools of New Jersey,
I feel it is my duty to reply to
statements made by a member
of our faculty at the "Academic
Hotspot".
Mr. Luscombe has stated he is
in favor of violating our tradition
of separation of church and state,
and furthermore, he stated that
parochial education is superior
to public education. As a history
major I study facts. What facts
are behind this misguided statement ?
It is common knowledge that
.parochial classrooms are overcrowded, (80 students to a teacher

While fully aware of the duties
of those souls labeled "civil
employees" I can't overlook the
lack of civility apparent in its
representatives, I must cite the
manner in which .one of said officials, the parking . attendent
posted at the college entrance,
felt obliged to fulfill his duty,
I an an alumni who is' NOT
attending evening classes at this
college, and whose one· purpose
in returning to this school on
Tuesday past (April 25) was to
visit an organization housed in
the Student Center, I was informed immediately that (1) I
was a night student who (2) had
been here two weeks ago and
(3) lied on that_ occasion and
(4) ought to purchase a parking
ticket. The most revealing comment of the evening, however,
Wl!S his statemeht that even if
I gave him $50 he wouldn't let
me go through, now. Needless
_to. say, teachers cannot afford
such unlawful luxeries.
True, perhaps, this man felt
he was state-obliged to check
credentials of all emigrants to
these hallowed ground, but from
that moment when I unrolled my
window to the moment l backed
away, he did not speak below a
yell, a yell audible to the two
cars waiting in the rain to get
by. The conversation was loud,
since shortly I assumed a speaking role above my normal one,
and fairly simple: Yout're a
student, your a liar and your're
blocking traffic -- move.on.
I retreated, of course, The
car behind, driven by an illustrious editor with whom I had
just dined, went in unscathed,
In the rain, on foo~ I approached
Student Center considering the
mis'!ortune that some people cannot accept a LITTLE authority
without thinking they are allmighty; regretting that the civility
I try to impress upon adolescents
is not to be expected from adults;
and cursing the rain.
¥'ours sincerely,
(Miss) Pat Perretti '60
HELP, PLEASE
Dear Students, Professors, and
Citizens:
We ask your help,
Austin, Texas, is ready for
further integration of public
facilities and business establishments, Many restaurants are
open to Negroes, as are
predominantly white churches
and civic organizations., The
University of Texas has been
integrated since 1956, with no
racial violence whatsoever.
But our theaters refuse to
open their doors to Negroes,
The theater managers refer us
to Mr. Leonard Goldenson, Pre-

sident of ABC Paramount, 7 West
66th Street, New York 23, New
York, in whose hands the decision rests,
For more than two years Mr,
Goldenson has refused the persistent requests of hundreds of
Austin residents,
Since last November as many
as 600 students and citizens in a
single day have stood in protest
lines in front of the theaters
three times a week, We are
using every peaceful, lawful
means of protest available to us,
Can you help us?
Inform M. Gondenson of ABC
Paramount at the above address
of your decision to patronize
only theaters which belong to
integrated chains,
Send a dollar, or as much as
you can afford, to help buy a
full page advert.i sement in the
New York Times, protesting Mr,
Goldenson's segregation policy,
and to aid us in bringing integration to Austin, and to Texas.
Send your contributions to
Students for Direct Action, 2844
Shoal Crest, Austin. Texas.
Sincerely yours,
Chandler Davidson
President, S, D. A.

Theater Guild
Gives Mental
Health Plays
Two one - act mental health
plays were presented last Thursday afternoon (April 2'Z) at 3:30
in the Little Theater- of the
College Center.
The plays were sponsored by
the Newark State Theater Guild,
the Association for Childhood
Education of NSC, and the Union
County Mental Health Association. Student Teacher Guild
actors, known as the "Mental
Health Players", have been touring Union County with the plays
for the last two months under the
auspices of the Mental Health
Association.
The plays presented are ''Ac.cording tq Size'' and' "Tomorrow
is a Day'', both written by Nora
Stirling for the American Theater
Wing Community Plays, Mrs,
Zella Fry, member of the English
department and Theater Guild
advisor, directed the plays, and
Dr, Ruth Boyle, psychologist, who
is director of NSC's Child Study
Center, accompanied the players
as commentator and discussion
leader, Dr, Boyle was also
present with the group during its
tour,
'' According to Size" dramatics
discipline problems with fiveyear-olds, and "Tomorrow is a
Day" focuses on what a mother
needs to know about· teenagers.
On tour, the former play was
presented to elementary school
PT A meetings, while the latter
was offered at secondary school
PT A meetings.

Student Calls .for
Reform of USNSA
Evanston (SCANR) - In a statement issued here today and timed
to coincide with the opening of a
regional conference of the United
States National Student Association, Kay Wonderlic, Vice President of the Northwestern Student
Senate, announced the formation
of an organization dedicated to
fight for reform within the
U.S~.S.A. Miss Wonderlic, A
Journalism School senior from
Northfield, Illinois, was named
to head the new non-partisan
group which calls itself,
"Students Comip.itted to Accurate
National Representation"
(S.C.A.N.R,)
Miss Wonderlic's statement,
which served as the text of a
speech she delivered recently
before Chicago area members of
S.C.A.N.R., called for more
"accurate and honest" student
representation and accused the
U.S.A.S.A. of acting in ''bad
faith" in inviting students to a
recent Washington conference on
the Peace Corps.
"We are resolved that the
students of America will be
represented honestly and fairly:
that the so-called 'voice of the
American student' will be truly
the voice of the millions of concerned American youth," Miss
Wonder lie said, Turning t<i the
Peace Corps Conference, Miss
Wonderlic as:;erted that, "this
was the most recent instance
where the U.S.N.S.A. (known as
N.S.A.) has made blatant and illconceived assumptions regarding
the issue," The Association,
which claims 1,200,000 college
members, sponsored the Washington conference on Youth
Service Abroad.
Miss Wonderlic charged that
although the invitation to delegates had claimed the conference
would be devoted to '' a serious
persual of all important aspects
of The Peace Corps," the meeting was actually "a pep rally
for the Peace Corps." The assumption was, "that there was
no minority point of view among
the delegates, and that all favored
the program," she said.
Although the group hopes to
correct what it terms "mis representation" by _the N,S.A.,
Miss Wonderlic emphasized that
"we do not wish to destroy or
harm any existing organizationwe only wish to halt the misrepresentation which has thrived
unchecked for so long."
In her opening statement, Miss

Wonderllc cited a list of several
criticisms of N.S.A. composed
earl.ier by a group of interested
students from seven Chicago area
schools.
The chairman of N.S.A. of
practicing "massive deception"
in the preamble to its constitution by claiming to speak for
"the students of the tJnited States
of America," Not only are most
students unaware that N.S.A.
claims to represent them in every
resolution, but it does not
accurately represent tho s e
students who are familiar with
the Association, Miss Wonderlic
said,
"In a mere instance, the
student's opinion is grabbed up,
processed in the N.S.A.
machinery, and comes out neatly
packaged in a wrapper which he
probably doesn't even recognize," she continued,
The Northwestern senio.( also
charged N.S.A. with stifling
minority views expressed b y
delegates. Miss Wonderlic said
that minority reports are not
printed with the official policy
statements of N.S.A. conventions, and that the minutes of a
meeting, where dissents "are
buried," are impossible to
obtain.
"Not only has machinery been
put in order which will keep him
(the dissenter) from being heard,
but the entire tone of any N.S.A.
organized or sponsored gathering is prearranged so that his
opinion simply does not fit into
the framework of the conference
proceedings," she said,
Of the 141 resolutions presently
in the N.S.A. policy ,book, 86
(or almost 2/3) were passed by
the National Executive · of 35,
Miss Wonderlic told the students
that this "oligarchical method"
exemplified "the way a small
group of self - perpetuating
national officers uses your name,
your -school, and your number to
lend strength to their o w n
whims,"
In announcing the formation of
Student Committed to Accurate
National Representation, Miss
Wonderlic said that her group
will attempt to halt this misrepresentation
w hi c h "has
thrived unchecked for so long,"
She said N.S.A. leadership should
stop taking the role of officials in
a governing body, andspendtheir
time trying to make N.S.A. function as "the reflective organization which it purports to be,"

Rockford College Approves
Broad Curriculum Change

(I.P.) - Rockford College students major in order to make
trustees have approved a broad, refinements in course offerings
new program of general studies, and content and .to work toward
The new curriculum will go into effective interdisciplinary proeffect with the freshman class of g,rams,
1962, The two outstanding
The required elements of the
features of the plan are:
four-year curriculum will proI. A modern language require- vide a basic knowledge in various
(UPS) -- Students from the
fields of study in the first two
whole American hemisphere ar- ment which places emphasis on years: the third year will deal
rived in Andealien, Chile, a small conversation; students, after they
with philosophical, intellectual
town on the outskirts. of have completed the tranditional and spiritual challenges 1n
studies
of
grammar
and
Concepcion, on April 15 to begin
modern life.
work for approximately thirty vocabulary, will take two more
In the freshman year, the redays rebuilding a Community years of one-credit-hour courses
quired courses will be modern
Welfare Center demolished by in conversation.
the May, 1960, earthquake in that
2. A required year "" long language, English, and science
country.
course on Contemporary Issues . each semester. In the sophomore
The Work Camp is a program for seniors, One focus of year, students will take corW o r 1d
of the International Student Con- this course will be an intensive related courses in
ference (ISC), a meeting of study of communism and its Literature and the Intellectual
national unions of students from history and its techniques; ano-. and Social History of Western
73 countries, including the United ther will deal with the cultures Civilization,
States, The Chilean Work Camp of the newer nations of the world.
Additionally, students must
was originally proposed by the
The academic plan, developed complete by the end of their
National Federation of Canadian by the faculty during the past sophomore year a one-semester
University Students (NFCUS) at year and one-half, substitutes a course in speec_h, one semester
the August, 1960, meeting of the program of specific required of biology with a laboratory perISC in Klosters, Switzerland.
courses .i n the several areas of iod, and four semesters of
COSEC, the administrative the liberal arts in place of the physical education.
arm of the ISC, and the Chilean traditional elective system for
In the junior year, the special
National Union of Students, meeting general education re- requirement is a course ln
UFUCH, are organizing the Work quirements. The student con- Philosophical and Religious
Camp· in cooperation with the tinues to s e le c t a field of Challenges in Modern Thought
students of Concepcion Univer- concentration for hls upper · and continuation of the special
sity.division work and requirements course in spoken modern
Participating in the project for graduate study are fully met. . l an g_u a g e , Seniors will be
from the United States are Paul
President John A. Howard required to take a year course
Hannon, graduate __ of Yale Law pointed out that the first phase in Contemporary Issues, and the
School presently attending the of the new curriculum deals with senior major examination,
University of Venezuela on a general education requirements
Also, students will be required
Smith - Mundt fellowship, and for all students. The next step, to ~ at some time during
Dave Spencer, Harvard Univer-_ he said, is to review the separate the i r college years work in
(Continued. on Page 6) departmental programs in which Creative Arts,

Chilean Welfare
Center Aide·d
By Americans
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Theater
~~came lot"
reviewed by Lynn Cunningham
Without a doubt, • 'Camelot" From them will rise the
is the most elaborate musical Arthurian Code of the future.
Playing the lead role of the
I have ever seen. "The King
and I'' is an amateurish high- King Arthur, Richard Burton,
school play in comparison with recipient of the Antoinette Perry
the elegance of ''Camelot". The award for his performance, is
costumes, the settings, the light.:. nothing less than magnificient,
ing of the latter: all lights of the He is a warm, touching, human
Majestic Theater in New York. king, and his tragedy is the
Because the beauty of the show greater because it is the tragedy
is so overpowering, there may of man, Mr. Burton has never
often be a confusion arising in been known as a singer, but
the minds of the audience as to in the songs he attempts he
the s,tory of the musical. Let it acquits himself admirably and,
be said here and now that the tough job in a musical, makes
show, based on T. H. White's the character he represents a
"The Once and Future King", real person, who loves and deis a touching and beautiful one sires touch the audience deeply.
in and of itself. If it were played
As the queen Guenevere, caught
without its superb costumes, up in her own passions, faithful
"Camelot" would. be beautiful. in a sense to Arthur yet sinThe plot deals with King cerely in love with Lancelot,
Arthur's attempts to establish a Julie Adnrews turns in another
stringent code of chivalry and of her impeccable, charming perhonor in long-ago England, Be- formances. She can be happy,
cause he wishes to stop wars jealous, coquettish, funny and
that plague his kingdom, Arthur tragic by turns. Her role gives
establishes the order of knights her a chance to display all these
who assemble at his Round Table. emotions, and she displays them
But they cannot become members fully. Having been a devoted fan
thereof until they have earned of Miss Andrews since she walked
the honor by performing deeds
of valor and virtue that further onto the stage in "The Boy
Arthur's ambition for a peaceful Friend", I could hardly be called
an impartial judge of any of her
and happy kingdom.
Unfortunately, Arthur's noble performances, But I doubt very
idea fails because of his wife, much that anyone will deny that
Guenevere, and his sµ-ongest she is a queen-both in manner
knight, Lancelot, The story of the and in role.
·Robert Goulet, a newcomer
illicit love affair of Lancelot and
Guenevere is a familiar one: to the United States, plays the
their passion for each other is difficult role of Lancelot, a man
discovered, Guenevere is · tried passionately devoted to the ideals
for violation for the code, found of ·the king, yet just as
guilty, and sentenced to death, passionately in 1 o v e w 1th
Lancelot, however, rescues her, Guenevere. The paradoxes of
and Arthur has no other course human nature are most clearly
open to him but to go to war with seen in Lancelot, and Mr. Goulet,
though a trifle overacting at
Lancelot,
Lancelot is not the only-reason times, somehow manages to make
for the disintegration of the these paradoxes credible,
Arthurian Code, Arthur's IlRoddy MacDowell and RobeJ:'.t
legitimate son, Mordred, comes Coote turn in sterling perforto the court atCamelotand starts mances as Mordred and the
spreading seeds of dissension b 1u in b 11 n g King Pellinore,
among its members.
respectively, and these indiviSo the code seems to die, But duals are complemented by a cast
as Mr. White's title indicates, that puts its heart into the proArthur is a Once and FUTURE ceedings.
King. At the conclusion of the
Alan Lerner and Frederick
play, Arthur is convinced that his Loewe have written a beautiful
code can never die. For it is and touchng show in "Camelot".
based on the decency of man It is not another ''My Fair Lady"
and. altbough there will always . by any means, but no one in his
be cruel persons in the large right mind would want that. It is
ocean of humanity some of the purely and simply a good show,
drops in that ocean do sparkle, and one that anyone can enjoy,

Faces
by Frank Shyers
Faces •••
There are all kinds;
Convulsed with laughter,
Shattered with pain,
Serenely smiling,
Bluntly plain.
There are faces blesses with
beauty
And others that are bland,
They pass in quick succession
Like grains of falling sand.
In the faces of acquaintances
Surprising things are read.
Some with candor sparkle;
Others are just dead,
In the faces of true friends
Deeper meanings lie,
Sometimes their s imp 1 e st
gesture
Can make us laugh or cry.
To the faces of our dear ones
With fond, adoring gaze
We turn our loving eyes
Aflame with humble praise.
And meeting there our reverence,
honor paid through love,
The face of our beloved one
With inner beauty glows.
When this moment comes. •
Each fond adorer knows.
Our

UNDER ACTIVE CONSIDERATION - we are looking in the
files for it.
IT IS IN THE PROCESS - so
wrapped up in red tape that it
is almost hopeless.
STATISTICIAN - one who draws
a mathematically precise line
from an unwarranted assumption
to a foregone conclusion,

Film Club
To Show Two
Movies Monday
The Find Arts Film Club will
present the movies "Wilson"
and •'Venom Eternity Trailer",
as their third program of the
year. There will be two showings
of the films, the _first on Monday,
May 8, at 7:30 P.M. and the
second, on Tuesday, May 9, at
3:30. Both will be in the Little
Theater,
"Wilson", according to the
Films Incorporated Catalog, is,
"The distinguished and historically accurate documentary
tr1;.~tment of the political life of
President Wilson, his fight for
world peace, and his retirement
in 1920 when he- left the White
House ill in health. His plan for
world peace through a League- of
Nations defeated by a hostile
Senate is shown as the tragedy
of a great man." The,. movie,
which will run for 2 hours, stars
Alexander Knox, Charles Coburn,
and Geraldine Fitzgerald,
"Venom Eternity Trailer" is
described in the International
Film Classics catalog as, ''A
commercial preview trailer for
the Letter i s t experimental
feature "Venom and Eternity",
including e x er pt s from the
feature. Presented "cold" to an
audience, it will probably evoke
hysterical laughter," The movie
is five minutes in length.
M. Ernest Townsend, the man
in whose honor the Lecture Series is named, was president of
Newark State Teachers College
from 1929 until 1939.

Death of a Frank
by R, Herbert Handschuch
I work for the Norwich Service
Company. Last year I joined the
recreation committee of the plant
which decides where the company
picnics will be. held. It is the
employers' money that we spend,
and therefore we want to give
them an enjoyable time, Our
committee was ready for its next
outing, until I suggested we eat
Archaic franks. A few of the
members thought we shouldn't
have these franks, because of
the fopd poisoning that people got
from them many years ago, But
food poisoning is on the decline;
and no one gets it unless they
have something already distasteful in their stomach. So we
agreed to order the franks. When
the plant heard that we were
going to have these franl<s, many
of the workers said they were all
for it. Even the people in the
executive offices praised our
decision. But there was a small
number of my co-workers, who
did not want the franks served.
They claimed we would get food
poisoning, because our stomachs
were not lined strong enough.
Even some of the older workers
joined in on the protest. They
had this food poisoning when they
were younger and now thought
we might get i,
They did not fear the workers
getting ,the poisoning so much as
the spreading of itto our families.
But I could never see how you
give your family poison if you
don't get it yourself. Well, they
kept on protesting, and finding
that they could not get enough
support from the plant, they went
outside for backing, I, and many
others could- not see why .outsiders should have any say in
what franks we could or could not
eat. Sure they buy goods made at
the plant, but that does not give
them the right to campaign about
our food, They don't complain .
when we eat rice and drink vodka.
Besides we at the plant pay for
this food through our dues, and
therefore the workers and only
the workers can say what they
wish to eat. We know if we can
get food poisoning or not: so why
don't they let us decide?
The papers got wind of this and
gave the plant a few write-ups.
Many people said that the paper
reports were bad for th e
company. But before this time no
one ever knew a thing about the
plant. Now they will pay some
attention to the plant and its
products. The mess came to a
head and we all decided to take
a bite of the frank; To our surprise it didn't taste bad at all.
Some did not like the taste,
and yet I must admit that I had
a small , taste of something
strange. But my stomach was on
guard to such a flavor and burped
it up. The rest did the same,
.But for some reason we did not
have the franks, Maybe nextyear
we can have them, By then I hope,
the people who are fighting
against food poisoning (I don't like
it either) will realize that this
cancer takes 'place in the stomach
and is brought there by other
means than franks,
(IP) Muskingum College has
adopted the Wesleyan Plan,
allow - juniors and seniors with
a cumulative grade point of 3.2
to elect each semester, one
course for which they will be
granted academic credit without
an official grade.
The Interdormitory Council has invited Newark State
girls to attend an informal
evening of entertainment at
Stevens Institute of Technology college for men, to be
held on Saturday, April 29.
The evening • will begin at
8:30 P,M., in the Administration Building Auditorium
with plays given by Theatre
212, a New York theatre
group and the Stevens
Dramatic Society. Following
the plays the dance will be
held in the Faculty Rooms
of the Navy Building.
Tickets can be obtained
·by writing the 1.0,C. Social
Chairman, c/o Box 810,
Stevens Tech, Hoboken, New
Jersey. Admission is free,

Shimer Offers
College Teaching
Internships
Mr. Carroll, Ill. -(1.P.) - Offering a unique and exciting
opportunity for those interested
in college teaching, Shimer
College announces the availability of internship appointments
in college teaching. As an experimental c o 11 e g e , Shimer
compresses for the intern within
a space of two years experience
which might otherwise take him
a lifetime to find.
These appointments are for
three years of whi<;h two are
spent here, and the third in a
graduate school, of the intern's
choice, The stipend is $300
monthly, with housing and other
benefits
f u r n i s h e d during
residence on campus.
The opportunity for stimulating
teaching in s ma 11 discussion
classes, the close contact with
instructors from many disciplines, the training in good
examination techniques, the opportunity for observation of a
number · of excellent undergraduate teachers all contribute
to this enriched experience.
In his first semester, the intern
will be assigned one course section as his sole responsibility.
In addition to this he will participate with other junior faculty
members in a seminar on higher
education· and college teaching.
Also, he will be assigned as
visitor or co-teacher with an
experienced instructor in another
course, one selected deliberately
as being outside his principal
field of preparation.
In the second semester, during
the summer term, and throughout the following academic year,
he will teach a regular load of
approximately 12 hours. During
this period he will µave a variety
of experiences and assignments.
He will have an opportunity to
teach both remedial courses and
senior seminars. He will be asked
to teach both in this own field
and in related fields, He will
be offered an opportunity to teach
upperclassmen in integrative as
well as specialized courses.
Moreover, he will have a choice
of extra-curricular activities in
which to assume leadership, and
he will have an opportunity to
participate in the preparation of
comprehensive
examinations,
The first appointments under this
plan will become effective
September 1, 1961,
In a release issued here recently the administration points
out that ''thebreakingofstandard
academic disciplinary and de partmental boundaries at Shimer
College forces the interm to
reflect deeply upon his own field
and its relation to other fields
in a way which.vould be difficul~
to do if he remained sealed off in
a department.
"Finally, we must say a word
abou~ a subjective part of the
experience of teaching at Shimer.
The discussion classes at this
College are designed for one
purpose--to have an impace on
the student, to change him, to
press him into thinking more
wisely, more broadly, and more
deeply.
''They do have this result. The
stud~nts, while not required to
be geniuses, are selected for
their ability to pursue a rigorous
intellectual program, and thei;
interaction in the discussion
class is an exciting thing to join.
The point we are leading up to
is the instructor learns also.
The educational experience of
leading small, bright discussion
classes in an investigation of the
ideas in a collection of stimulating source materials is unique
and is one of the most valuabl;
~arts of the opportunity offered.'

Book Sale
A sale at the College Booic
Store is in progress. All
books that are not currently
being used as texts will be offered for sale, Books that
originally sold for $2.00 are
selling for SO cents, those
that sold for $2.00-$4.00 are
75 cents, and those that were
$4.00 and up, are $1.00. The
sale will continue through
Friday, May 5,

A Touch of Spring
by V. Kashuda
Everv i{_olf course has a legend
This one had it in the name of
"little" or "Musgroom" Mike.
Mike acquired the latter name
while a caddy because he could
always be found, on those crisp
autumn mornings, wandering off
the long fairways to pick the lilywhite mushrooms that grew along
the edge of the rough. Both the
men and women whom he caddied
for came to call him "Mushroom
Mike". He'd been around the club
so long that no one could remember "The days before Mike."
Many of the women went so far
as to carry plastic bags and
store mushrooms in them, which
they later gave to Mike.
Mike was a bachelor. He had a
room in a boarding-house in
town. Until five years ago Mike
caddied thirty-six holes a day,
six days a week. Then he began
to slack off. He began drinking
too many shots and beers. Mike
spent a lot of time in the neighborhood bar. He stopped there for
a ''short one" on the way to the
course, then for a "short one"
on the way home; and then for
a few ' 'short ones" after supper.
These usually lasted til closing
time. Why he started his heavy
drinking no one ever learned.
Soon Mike slowed down in the
course. He began caddying for
"certain people" -- those with
whom he could keep pace. When
out with faster walkers Mike always fell 12-20 yards behind.
While this annoyed the members
they didn't complain-not for awhile at least. But soon the
women shied away from him.
They didn't want him for a caddie.
They even stopped picking mu~hrooms for him.
It got so that Mike found it
difficult to make a living at the
course. Sometimes the weather
was to blame, but mostly it was
that fewer people wanted him as
a caddie. This knowledge which
Mike sensed, caused him to drink
heavier. He degenerated into an
alcoholic.
One day Mike didn't show up
at the course. When he didn't
show the second day, some of
the fellas went down to the boarding house to find out why. But
Mike would never caddie again.
He had hanged himself the day
before.
Every spring I go back to
caddie, and every spring I think
of Mike. I wonder if there are
any mushrooms where he's at?

SCIO Tickets
For St·udent Use
Currently being offered to
Newark State College students
are discount tickets to the following
productions: William
Gibson's hit play, The Miracle
Worker which is currently playing to appreciative capacity
audiences and has been chosen
by the State Department to tour
around the world as an example
of American Dramatic Craftsm a n s h i p • Starring S u s a n
Pleshette and Patty Duke, The
Miracle Worker is the tale of
Helen Keller and her teacher,
Anne Sullivan Macy, The Phoenix
Production of Hamlet starring
Donald Madden and a distinguished cast including a guest
performance
by
Alexander
Scourby is also offering discount
tickets to interested students,
''The adore'' a one-man mad
revue at the Sheridan Square
Playhouse is also making available to students tickets for their
midnight performance. Tickets
are available for the Maurice
Evans production of '~enderloin" a musical verson of New
York's bawdiest and most lovable
district. "Leave it to Jane",
the Jerome Kern musical of 1917
to which the years have been
more than kind is· also making
their tickets possible to students.
We love you comrade
Oh yes we do.
We love you Khruschev, and
Stalin too,
We'll have old Cubi.
Before we 're through,
Oh, Russia we love you
Pioneer Movement
~
No. l, Moscow
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The U.S. Government

As a Republic

by Margaret Chase Smith
(Rep. from Maine)
We talk a great deal about our
American government being a
democracy. It is said that we
fought two World Wars within
a generation to "make the world
safe for democracy."
Yet, do we know what we are
talking about?
You may be surprised to know
that our government is not true
democracy. It is a republic. If
you . doubt this, take a look at
the Constitution • .Try to find the
word ''democracy" or "democratic," Then take a look at
Article IV, Section 4, which says,
'The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union
a Republican Form of Government • • • • ••

If you read thefirs.ttenamendments to the Constitution, these
amendments being more popularly recofnized as "The Bill of
Rights,' you will see that they
directly f 1 out the theory of
democracy.
Now what is the difference between a democracy and a
republic - what are we instead of
what some of us think we are?
A .democracy is a truly representative government in which the
supreme power is retained by the
people and exercised by them. So
is a republic, But a republic,
such as ours, is a restricted and
limited democracy.
The .basic distinction between
democracy and republic is in the
degree of majority rule, Majority
rule is unrestricted in a
democracy while it is restricted in a republic.
"The Bill of Rights " part of
our Constitution places definite
limitations on the power of the
representatives of the people,
They are denied the power of
the representatives of the people.
They are denied the power to
abridge our freedom of speech,
right of assembly, press, trial
by jury, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, and other
individual rights - regardless of
how mttch the majority might be
opposed to such individual rights.
Under a pure or true democracy,
there is no protection of such
individual rights against the rule

Th e Peace Corps
A Myth?
by R. Dennis Swanson
As I understand it, the Peace
Corps is designed to help people
who can't help themselves. It is
designed to give free labor to
people who do not understand the
value of labor. These people in
the under developed countries of
the world· have not in roughly
two thousand years, been able to
raise themselves much above -the
subsistance level and in many
cases above the level of animals.
If they could not raise themselves, what person can believe
a few idealistic young dreamers
can change anything.
True, the intentions of the
Peace Corps have value, but it
is wasted. In essence, the Peace
Corps is little more than a propagandistic effort to improve or
change the image of the United
States, or Americans themselves. Idealistic members of the
Peace Corps, who are willing
to waste two or three years will
find their efforts wasted, Soon
after they return to the United
States, their effor~s and work
will be forgotten and conditions
they have worked ·so hard to
change will revert to their original state.
Since the "New Dealers" have
taken control of the United States,
billions of dollars have been
spent on the underdeveloped
countries of the .world. Has there
been any significant change or
improvement because of the
money spent? I think not. Then
what lasting improvement or impression will the Peace Corps
make on these backward nations?
Little or none.
According
to current
estimates, a dormitory to house
approximately
150 female
students should be ready by January, 1962.

of the majority.
Democracy actually means unrestricted majority rule that our
Constitution so carefully prohibits, We are inclined to think of
democracy in the social sense
rather than the political sense.
We think of it as signifying equality among human beings. This
ideal we do find expressed in
the Declaration of Independence
with the statement that "all men
are created equal.". But the
ideal is even more basic than
_the Declaration of Independence.
It is in reality the Christian
concept of the Golden Rule,
. So that there is good reason
~o distinguish between democracy
and political. democracy. By the
. sheer unrestricted rule of the
majority of a political democracy, social democracy could
be killed without any protection
whatsoever to the minorities,
A republic is a truly representative government. It provides
representation for ~e minority
as well as the majority. Itplaces
individual freedom and rights
above majority· rule, If we were
really a political democracy, instead of the republic we are, the
will of the majority would habitually ride roughshod over the will
of the minority. A republic
creates and develops tolerance
.that acts as a bulwark against
tyranny by the majority.
The United States Senate, in
which I have the honor to serve,
is striking proof that our government is n~t a democracy but a
republic. New York with a population of several million people
has no more representation in
the Senate than my State of Maine
which has a population of less than
a milliort people. Both states
have two Senators each. This is
a check against unlimited majority rule for the protection of the
"minority population" states.
In short, a republic rather than
a demo~racy is the American way
simply because thi!!I country was
settled and founded upon the love
for liberty and individual
freedom. Our republic protects
our very rights to our beliefs
even though we be in the minority. It protects differences of
opinion.

MARGARET WEBSTER
(Continued from Page 1)
yellrs ago it could have lasted
for much longer.
At the same time, Miss
Webster noted, unions have extended their power so that they
are currently an end unto themselves. This often puts the members of the union into situations
that hurt themselves more than
help,
Th~ critics are another factor
that has made the current
theatrical situation so difficult,
she said.
Althoug _h they usu ally
try to be fair, without ever being
that, they often try to ''iuake up
your mind more brilliantly than
you ever could", she charged.This has caused an "extremely
unhealthy ahd limitedcondition".
The United States, Mis s
Webster observed, is one of the
few civilized countries in the
world where the theater is not
thriving. Scandanavia, Germany,
Great Britain, France, Italy, the
Soviet Union: all have large and
growing theaters. In many of
these countries, the theater is
governmentally subsidized, and
r epert-0ry theaters a re
blossoming.
In the United States, however,
repertory theater in not an
actuality, and the theater will
probably never be subsidized,
she stated, Because of this lack
of repertory, and because
theater has become centralized
in New York City, ''the American
actor is probably the worst
trained and least skilled in the
world", He does, however, try
to make up for his lack of experience in ''sheer guts", and
very often manages some degree
of success, she said.
Miss Webster concluded her
remarks by referring to the
Lincoln Square repertory theater
that is currently being planned.
She asserted that this repertory

Justice Doug las
Wants Freedom
For Red Students

USNSA Offers Study-Travel
Tours to South America, Japan

A Latin American tour, in(editors Note: The following is
reprinted directly from -the cluding Peru, Chile, Argentina,
NEBRASKAN, student newspaper and Brazil is being offered by
of the Univ.ersity of Nebraska,) the U. S, National Student As(UPS) - ''Let the Communist sociation, for the summer of
students come into our univer- 1961. The tour, which will last
sities and breathe deeply of oor for forty days will cost particifree air - they will go back with pants $850 and will be parti.ally
ideas of freedom, justice and subsicized by N.S,A,
A group of fifteen students
equality."
This was the challenge issued will be selected to participate
by Supreme Court· Justice Wil- in the program, and an instructor
liam O. Douglas before the all or graduate srudent in the field
University convocation held in of Latin American affairs will
the Coliseum. Douglas told the act as tour leader.
overflow crowd of students, facThe group wip meet in Miami,
ulty m e m b e r s and o t h e r Florida on June 27, and will fly
interested listeners that by pro- to Panama where a preliminary
viding the opportunity for the orientation session will be held •
Communists to see our way of Discussion and lectures based
life, world security can be ac- upon current economic, political
complished. The big problem and social problems in the
today in the world is how to live · countries visited will be given.
together without "mass suicide,"
In addition to the lectures,
he said.
there will be meetings with key
Justice Douglas noted that all officials in each country in such
the bombs and nuclear weapons fields · as government, business,
in the · world will not teach the labor, political parties, and the
people of the world how to live clergy. Sightseeing excursions
together peacefully. Guns and will be included,
dollars cannot replace nor do the
Following the orientation projob of education when working gram, the group will fly to Lima,
for peace, Justice Douglas said Peru, where they will spend six
after noting several instances days. While there, the particiwhere the United States estab- pants will visit San Marco Unilished air bases in foreign versity, the oldest university in
countries, many of which had an the Americas, and meet with
illiteracy rate of 98 percent. Peruvian students and proHe said, "We insist on placing fessors, Sightseeing will include
our reliance on jets and bombs, the National Museum, the Metrowhen we should be placing it on politan Cathedral, the Palace of
the principles of democracy. If the Inquisition, the Torre-Tagle
we have $50 million to spend, why Palace, and a Spanish-Moorish
not spend it on a few new schools palace now us.e d for the Ministry
and hospitals.
of Foreign Affairs, Visits will
The United States has been be made to the Government
noted for a • 'status quo" stand Palace, the National Congress
in the world affairs too· long, Building, and the Meseum of the
but he explained that recent Viceroyalty.
events h a v e shown that the
On July 7-9, there will be an
country is no longer !Jltanding excursion to Cuzco, the site of
still. Specifically he noted the the ancient Inca Empire. While
U. S. vote to give Angola its here, a visit will be made to
independence and the establish- the ruins of Macchu-Pichu, a
ment of the Peace Corps as steps fortress city built on a mounin the revival of the American tain top near Cuzco, and buried
heritage.
for centuries.
Douglas told the students that
Upon leaving Cuzco, the group
they should take positions as will go to La Paz, Bolivia for
teachers and technicians in three days. Next · they wiH visit
underdeveloped countries and Santiago, capital of Chile, and
"see how much more exciting South America's fourth largest
life can be than living in a split city.
level house next to the country
While in Santiago, they will
club."
stop at the National University,
"We must face reality/' he and will visit San Cristobal Hill,
said. In so doing he advocated that the Old San Francisco Church,
the U.S. admit Red China to the the Museum of Arts, the Casa
United Nations.
de Moneda, and the residence
"We can no longer pretend of the President of the Republic.
that 600 million people in the
July 19-20 will be spent in
world do not exist, In cold prac- Valparaiso, Chile's chief seaticality it is 9ur only hope for port. This city is divided into
salvation as a civilization ••• sections connected by flights of
as a world," Douglas em- stairs, and numerous inclined
p h a s i z e d, He pr e di c t e d elevators.
Communist China to be the
the group will spend the next
world's third largest industrial six days in Buenos Airs, where
nation, posing an ominous threat they will be the guests of the
to free society with development Asociacion Pro Acercamiento
of nuclear weapons,
In a question-answer session Cultural Interamericano which
will arrange a program of sightWednesday · afternoon, Justice seeing and meetings with ArgenDouglas told university students
that although Communist China's tine leaders. Sightseeing will
admission to the ·u.N, has been include the historical Plaza de
long opposed by the U,S,, there Mayo, with the Casa Rosada,
are al.ready several other nations Cathedral, Cabildo, and churchin the United Nations whicl\ .the es, the Hall of Congress and the
u. s. wishes were not there, Colonial Museum.
On July 27 the group will leave
The 22-year Supreme Court
justice is the author of several for Sao Paulo, Brazil's largest
books and has traveled exten- industrial center, and the greatsively in the underdeveloped est coffee-producing region in the
world, where they will stay for
world.
five days.
The last six days of the trip will
be spent .in Rio de Janeiro, the
by Sharon Cooper
political and intellecrual center of
Conjecture is condemned by those Brazil. Here· they will visit the
Who comprehend not our genius. Monroe Pa 1 a c e, seat of the
Brazilian Senate, the Guanabara
Chiliastic conformity
Palace, seat of the City Hall,
Discredits our philosophy.
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Beware we are heuristic souls, . and the Catete Palace, where the
executive branch of the governRising above cyclical tide.
Hubris, though, we frequently be ment is located, The group will
Its truth we seek--our spirit to also go to the top of Sugar Loaf
Mountain by cable car. They will
free,
then return to Miami.
theater should not • 'be expected
Students interested in the proto pay its own way" for the first gram can contact USNSA, 20
three years ''at least, and per- West 38th Street, N,Y. 18, N,Y.
haps longer".
"Off-Broadway is something
to thank heaven for", she said,
One of the benefits of a
"but the experience it provides
college education is to show
is not comparable to the exthe boy its little avaii.
perience
a n e s ta b 1i s h e d
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
American
reper.tory theater
could provide",

Students Forward

In addition to the tour of South
America, the USNSA is offering
a travel-study tour to the Far
East. This tour, which will last
for 51 days, will cost the participants $1150. While there, the
group will be accompanied by an
American instructor who has
lived in Japan for nine years and
is now teaching American civilization and the English language
at a Japanese university.
A central feawre of the
program will be a three-week
period spent at the Japan Foundation Summer Institute, in Tokyo,
where students will participate
in classes in the Japanese language, history, and culwre. The
group will live according to
Japanese customs and traditions.
While in Tokyo, the group will
visit cultural and historical sites,
and will attend meetings with
Japanese leaders,
The group will leave San Fran,cisco aboard u. S. overseas
Airlines on June 18, and will
arrive the next evening in Okinawa where they will spend
two days.
They will arrive in Osaka, the
second largest Japanese city on
June 22 and spend the next week
in the Osaka-Kyoto area. Kyoto
was the capital of Japan for over
a thousand years until the Imperial Court was moved to Tokyo.
During June 30 - July 23, the
group will be in Tokyo, where they
will spend three weeks at the
Japan Foundation Summer Institute, Most of the Lectures will
be held on the campus of Tokyo
University, witq the remaining
classes in the Japan Foundation
building,
Classes• will be given in the
Japanese language, in the philosophy and religion of Japan,
and in Japan in World History,
All classes will be conducted in
English, and will be held in the
mornings, leaving the afternoons
free for sightseeing excursions,
and meetings with Japanese srudents and professors, Some evenings will be spent in visits in
Japanese homes, and tickets for
the theater and athletic events
will be available,
During this period, two weekend excursions will be made to
Nikko, site of the Yomeimon
Gates and structures of the
Toshogu Shrine, and to Hakone,
a mountain and hotspring resort.
The last two weeks will be
spent in travel from Hakone westward across Japan to Fukuoka,
on the island of Kyushu. Accomodations during this period
will be in Japanese inns and temples, youth hostels, student
residences, and hotels, and possibly Japanese homes,
There will be a boat trip
through the islands of the Island
sea, with some nights spent on
the islands, the group will stay
in Zen temples, and will visit
the Grand Shrines of Shintoism,
the cathedrals and local parishes
of Buddhist sects. They will also
attend performances of the puppet
and Kabuki theatres, and will
attend local festivals,
Transportation to and from
Japan will be by air, and on the
rerurn trip, srudents will be able·
to stopover in Hawaii, The return
date will be optional, and students
wishing to remain in Japan for
a longer time will be permitted
to do so at their own expense.
Interested persons may contact USNSA, Educational Travel
lnc,, 20 West 38th Street, N.Y.
18, N.Y.
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Cheerleaders Place
Fifth •1n Competition
It has just been made known
that the Squire cheerleaders
placed fifth in the recent Metropolitan Inter-collegiate Cheerleading Competition in New York
City. Newark State one of sixteen
contenders for the cheerlead_ing
title succeeded in scoring 260
points out of a possible 300
points. The contest sponsored
by the Undergraduate Athletic
Organization of N.Y.U. was held
on April 15. Interesting to note
is the fact that all the colleges
in New Jersey which entered the
competition placed in the first
five positions. Paterson State
won the first place title with
285 points: Jersey City placed
second with 269, Farleigh Dickinson of Rutherfoi;-d captured the
third place, while Montclalr State
held the fourth place notch. Other
colleges and universities who
participated were City College,
Hunter College, Long Island University, Pratt Institute, Queens
College and other noteworthy
schools.
The competition was judged
by a female gym instrUctor and
cheerleading advisor from a New
York high school, a newspaper
reporter, and a disc jockey. Each
squad was required to perform
four cheers. Newark State performed four cheers, three of
which the contest asked for; the
other cheer was an original one
by each squad entering. Kathy
Lynch, captain of the Squire
cheerleaders in her statements
to the paper felt that the original
cheer was "our best cheer and
the one that had the most compliments". Scoring was based on
four aspects: precision, origin-

ality, appearance and over-all
presentation.
All the girls who participated ·
in the contest received pins with
megaphones embossed on them.
Later pictures were taken of the
contestants in which representatives of each school posed for.
Doris Lavenburg, freshman, Ann
Corbo, freshman, Eleanor Sobin,
junior, and Carolyne . Hollingshead, a senior were the Squire
cheerleaders chosen for the
pictures.
Following the contest, the girls
attended a seminar on how to
set up cheerleading practices
and discussed some of the problems the different colleges had
with cheerleading.
In summing up the competition, Kathy Lynch stated that she
felt that the squad did fairly
well considering this was the
first year Newark State had entered the contest. She further
commented that they would have
done much better had they had
some school spirit behind them.
The cheerleaders, however,
would like to thank the basketball team and their captain, Art
Salley for their enthusiasm and
support.

Tennis Quiz
1. Hours of Play ?
Monday - Friday, 8:30 a.m. 6 p,m.
2. Can Students use the courts?
Yes, provided physical education classes or varsity tennis
games are not using them.
3. What are the free hours?
Monday - Per. I, 11;30-6:00
Tuesday - Per. 5, 3:30 - 6:00
Wednesday-Per.I, 1:30 - 6:00
Thursday - Per. 3,5,
Friday - Per, 1,2, 11:30-6:00
4. Who supplies equipment?
St4dents do, except in physical
· education classes and W,R.A.
activities.
5. What is the proper tennis
attire?
Bermudas, shirts, sweatshi~ts, or tee-shirts, and tennis
shoes.
6. What is the major tennis
etiquette item?
Never run onto another court
to retrieve your tennis ball. Say,
"May I have the tennis ball,
please." Then add, ''Thank you''.

SPORTS EDITOR WANTED

Re d Cross Offers
Aquatic and Small
Craft Instruction
The American National Red
Cross is again offering instruction for ratings in swimming,
lifesaving, first aid, canoeing,
sailing and boating. As a part
of the 1961 National Aquatic and
Small Craft Schools several
camps in the eastern s·t ates are
offering their program. Men and
women who are 18 years of age or
over and who qualify may enroll
for the courses. All participants
must be certified by a physician
to be in sound condition and .who
plan to use this training to teach
others. A Red Cross Senior Lifesaving Certificate or equivalent
ability is required for Small
Craft School candidates. The fee
of $60 covers board, lodging,
textbooks, and instructor outlines. The 1961 Aquatic Schools
will be offered at the following
camps during the month of June.
Limberlost Camp, Purdue Univ.,

LaGrange, Ind., Camp Kiwanee,
Hanson, Mass., Camp Tevya,
Brookline, N.H,, instruction June
11-21. Camp Lutherlyn, Prospect, Pa., Gardner Lake Camps,
Colchester, Conn., instruction
June 13-23. Camp Indian Trails,
Milford, Pa, will offer its program June 14-24. In the Small
Craft Schools Culver Military
Academy in Culver, Indiana will
sponsor this program June 12-22.
Dr. Johnson's Camp, RFD, Raymond, Me. instruction, June 1424.
For further information and
applications see· your local Red
Cross chapter or write: Dudley
Gordon, Director, First Ald,
Small Craft, and Water Safety
Service, The American National
Red Cross, Eastern Area, 615
North St. Asaph Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

SUCCESS STORY

CHILDRENS WELFARE
(Continued from Page 3)

s"Tty sophomore. The participants
were selected by the U. s.
National Student Association,
American National Union of
Students and a member of the
lSC.
Funds for the Work Camp have
been provided by the three sponsors, with COSEC funds being
used to cover two travel grants
for participants from national
union's of students who could not
cover their own expenses as well
The Women·s Recreation As- as expenses for six stude.nt
sociation will sponsor as aregu- technicians from Asia, Africa and
lar part of their after school Europe who are also participatprogram archery i,nstructions. ing in the Work Camp. COSEC
This session will be held now is also financing the initial equipon every Tuesday till the end of ment for the Center. Concepcion
· the semester. Target practice University is contributing money
is available ·for members of the towards construction cotts, and
student body. Learn to defend UFUCH is providing food, lodging
yourself on a bus or crowded and other expenses of parstreet corner; learn how to shoot- ticipants in the Work Camp.
carry your bow and arrows with
The Chilean Work Camp is the
you. And for an extra .added note first to take place in Latin
for those of you who wish to beat America and the second ISC Work
cupid to the draw come and learn Camp, The first, held in the
how to catch a mate this Spring. village of Sakiet Sidi-Youssef, in
Tunisia, resulted in the Construction of a primary school.
According to COSEC spokesAbout two weeks ago we took men, the Work Camp, besides
the time to write an article constructing a community welentitled
WANTED: SPORTS fare center for the students of
EDITORS.
We have thus far · the University of Concepcion will
received two replies. Where also "contribute to the stimula-are the rest of you 7 Probably tion of cooperation between the
you don't read the last page of students of Latin America and
the newspaper. It's suppose to those of Canada and the United
be a sports page, It rarely is. States who, for the first time,
It would help if some young meet in a joint and positive efchap or young woman would come fort for the benefit of the
around and see us.
community."

Archery

Where Are You?

Weekly Schedule
Tuesday, May 2
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Wednesday, May 3
1:30 P.M.
7:30 P,M.
7:30 P.M.
Thursr;lay, May 4
3:30 P.M,
7:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Friday, May 5

8:00 P.M.
Saturday, May 6
12:00-7:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
Monday, May 8
1:30 P.M.
3:30
4:30
7.;30
7:30

P.M,
P,M.
P,M.
P.M.

1/ 3 Sophomores at Stokes
1/ 2 Freshman Visit
Practicum
Faculty Ass'n. Meeting
Sci. Aud. 130
Away
Baseball- Paters_Qn
Graduate Colloquium
M.L.
Wapalanne
M.R.
1/ J Sophomores at Stokes
Reserved for Counseling
only
Chorus Rehearsal-Elija
D' Angola Gym
Alpha Theta Pi
lv!_,R:
1/ 3 Sophomores At Stokes
Home
Baseball-Monmouth
Kappa Epsilon
F.D.R,
Frosh Seminar-Dr.Brooks M,L.
1/ 3 Sophomores At Stokes
Meeting & Dinner-Ass'n
of N, J. State College Faculties - afternoon and evening at Montclair State Col.
SquareDance-Wapalanne
D' AngolaGyr.i
Alumni Homecoming
Spring Choral Festival

C. Center
D' Angola Gym

Dept. Chairmen

Fae, Lounge
(Townsend)
Away
M.R.
L,T.
F.D.R.

Tennis-Montclair
Student Council
Film, ''Wils on"
Rho Theta Tau

TO SAY Tl-IE LEAST THE 1961 SPRING CARN IV AL WAS A SUCCESS
1

, From left to right the candidates
for. tbe carnival's King and Queen,
Maryanne Cardinale, Jim Hynes,
Kathy Converry, Ron Blazovics,
Fay Gallina. Sam Ciresi, Carolyne Hollingshead, and Joe Columbo; Jim Hynes, second to the
left was crowned King and Carolyne Hollingshead, second to the
right was crowned Queen.
This year the Carnival was
bigger than ever. It was more
profitable than other carnivals
held on the Newark State campus.
Although the carnival chairmen
have not released• any figures
as yet one would expect from the
turnout of people there on Friday and Saturday that the ·figure
would be high.
Some of the highlights at this
year's carnival were the various
entertainers that performed for
the customers in the rustic Kean
Library. On Friday evening, the
Dickory Docks, a faculty group
entertained. On the same program a jazz group was on hand
to liven the night's festivities.
On Saturday evening as the rain
came, people hurried to ·i:he Kean
Library to listen to Lorren
Graham, a Negro folk singer,
David Jones, one of Newark

This young chap aimed to kill
as he put out the W.R,A.'s candlelight.

M.A.A. sponsored fun on the '
trampoline for youngsters and
adults alike

State's fine arts instructor. Sev~ral of songs included favorites
of his children, About ten o'clock
The Tarriers Three arrived to
present their medley of songs.
Many of their selections are
songs originally recorded by the
Kingston Trio. Surprisingly for a
novice group they turned out to be
very excellent entertainers, They
not only sing, but have a repertoire of jokes. Ellen Asselmyer and Richie Reskow did a
take off on Elaine May and Mike
Nichols. Ask them about their
new play, The Big Sky? Friday
evening also was reserved for the
crowning of the Carnival King
and Queen. James Hynes, sophomore class President was
crowned King and Carolyne
Hollingshead, a Nu Theta Chi
sister was crowned Queen. Generally speaking most of the
organizations on campus took
part in the carnival festivities.
Each participating club decorated
their booths in keeping with the
this
year 's theme ''Mother
Goose". Watch for a complete
news release on the carnival's

receipts and profit as well as
the winners of the best decorated
booth and the most profitable
booth in about two weeks,
"This American government, -- what is it but a
tradition, though a recent
one, endeavoring to transmit
i ts e lf u n i m p a i r e d to
posterity, but each instant
losing some of its integrity ?
It has not the vilality and
force of a single living man;
for a single _m an can bent it
to his will, It is a sort of
wooden gun tq. the people
themselves: and, if ever they
should use it in earnest as a
real one against each other,
it will surely split."
Ralph Waldon Emerson.
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